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WILD AMERICAN WHITE PELICANS RETURN
Many migratory bird species leave Lake Merritt in the
spring for their summer breeding ranges to return after
breeding in the fall or winter. With American White
Pelicans (AWPs) it appears to be the opposite. They
migrate en masse in November to January - leaving the
lone rescue pelican Hank to spend the winter alone –
and return after breeding in late spring. Books have
been written about that (A Bird’s Tale by the Lake
Merritt Institute’s Executive Director James Robinson).

Rescue pelican Hank is at far right – photo by Lyla Arum

Another feature of AWP behavior is fishing in tight
groups. City naturalists traditionally fed rescue pelicans
during the winter months, a service now provided by
volunteers.

AWPs have the largest wing span of
any North American bird except the
California Condor. Lake walkers had
the opportunity to match their
“wingspans” up with the 9.5-foot
span of an AWP outside the Rotary
Nature Center at an event sponsored
by Rotary Nature Center Friends
(photo at left).
Do you know what a group of pelicans is called? See back page for answer!

Group of feeding AWP's; photo by
Laura Frongia, iNaturalist

Healthy wildlife depends on a clean lake. Last year, an American White Pelican died of infection when it was
hooked by carelessly discarded fishing gear. The Lake Merritt Institute removes thousands of gallons of
potentially lethal trash from Lake Merritt every month! Help us LOVE OUR LAKE!
Make a tax-exempt donation today! You can pick up a membership application at our Tuesday or Saturday
morning table at the Lake Merritt Boating Center and soon at the Farmer’s Market. Or, download an application
at lakemerrittinstitute.org or use the donation button.
LMI in MAY: 6450 gallons of trash removed from the lake by staff and volunteers in April.
Total trash collected so far in 2022 was 23, 280 gallons
LMI Director James Robinson hosted 237 volunteers, gave 2 presentations. 50 used syringes removed
1.56 inches of rain recorded recorded by LMI rain gauge

THANK YOU TO OUR APRIL VOLUNTEERS! We appreciate your efforts and community
spirit. Great Job! Volunteer groups: Achieve, Park Day School, Yoga Group and the LMI A-TEAM regulars.
YOU can support the Lake Merritt Institute’s important work. Go to our website to find out how. More photos
in this email edition of The Tidings.
LOVE YOUR LAKE! ………..

HARMFUL ALGAL TOXIN DETECTED IN LAKE MERRITT
Responding to citizen reports of wildlife mortality, scientists from the
San Francisco Regional Water Quality Board (SFRWQB) tested Lake
Merritt’s waters for Harmful Algae Bloom (HAB) toxins on May 11th.
They detected traces of toxins of concern at the two test sites
prompting the city to post caution signs like the one at left to alert
lake visitors to the problem.
The Lake Merritt Institute thanks SFRWQB heartily for monitoring
water quality in the lake! We encourage visitors to Lakeside Park to
avoid contact with the algae mats, avoid eating fish or shellfish from
the lake or drinking lake water. Pet owners should not let their dogs
drink from the lake or the standing pools of fresh water on Bandstand
Beach. Accidental contact is not an emergency, but it is important to wash hands after any contact
The Water Quality Board routinely tests popular waterways in advance of the summer recreation season, but had
not tested Lake Merritt before according to one biologist. The toxins could have been present all along. One
(saxitoxin) is present in waters up and down the California coast during summer months triggered by higher
temperatures and salinity. Incidents may rise in the future as a result of global warming. The HAB team will
return to re-test next month. A local group (Rotary Nature Center Friends) will begin CA Department of Public
Health citizen monitoring for toxic plankton soon.

Did You Miss Lakeside Chat #18 “Turtles in
Trouble!” with featured guests Billy Tu and LMI’s
Own Paris Organist??? Enjoy the YouTube Recording
here: https://youtu.be/Tt0K_BjjnLU

COMING UP - June 3rd is the next Free Completely Online
Lakeside Chat #19: “Youth Take On Environmental Monitoring
with EBAYS” 7-8 pm on zoom
How can young people prepare to tackle environmental and social justice
issues of our time? Please join us for our June Lakeside Chat #19: Youth
Take on Environmental Monitoring.
REGISTER HERE: https://lakeside-chat-19-youth-environmental-monitoring.eventbrite.com
https://lakeside-chat-19-youth-environmental-monitoring.eventbrite.com
A zoom link will be included in your confirmation email. Everyone who registers will receive the YouTube
recording. Hosted online by Rotary Nature Center Friends.

Shifting Seasons at Lake Merritt – by Hilary Powers, Golden Gate Audubon Volunteer
Somewhere around 30 birders gathered for Golden Gate
Audubon’s April 4th-Wednesday walk at Lake Merritt,
including one in a wheelchair with an attendant equally
interested in the avian show. To greet them, the water near
the meeting spot was full of scaup – both Greater and Lesser
– in what felt like unusual numbers for so late in the season,
and a pair of Canada Geese paraded seven golden goslings
that they’d managed to keep alive for almost a week (photo
by Kerstin Fermin, iNaturalist). One lone forlorn Brewer’s
Blackbird (a bird never seen on an April walk, and not at all
on any walk since 2014) perched at the very topmost twig
of the big bare island tree, which was otherwise quite
empty. No nesting cormorants this year at all – the rookery
(down to two nests last year) has been abandoned entirely.
And the day was like that, split between surprises and disappointments. The rest of the winter visitors were mostly
gone, or nearly so. We did see several gloriously ruddy Ruddy Ducks, but no goldeneyes, no mergansers, no
Canvasbacks, and the Bufflehead, Pied-billed Grebes, and Eared Grebes were down to one representative each.
No American Coots, either, which is news of a sort – at this time of year, their numbers are always way down as
they go off in search of reeds to nest among, but they usually leave at least one or two stragglers on view. On the
other hand, several Brown Pelicans (missing in April since 2015) were cruising and diving for fish, and a dozen
American White Pelicans flew high overhead right at the end of the walk. A Mourning Dove perched in a tree
near the Nature Center for the second month in a row – first time that’s happened since 2015 too.
A few Forster’s Terns were sitting on the floats or flying to dive, always a welcome surprise even in April, when
we do see them most years. Several birders reported seeing a Caspian Tern – like a gull rebuilt for racing and
with a cocktail frankfurter for a beak – fly by, but I missed it. Snarling about that (I love Caspian Terns!), but at
least I did see the peep flyover, something missed in 30 years of lake-watching: a couple of dozen little birds flew
up the middle of the lake in a tight bunch, unidentifiable as to species but behaving like a bunch of sandpipers
(“peeps” to the hobby, with more than a dozen types in North America, and almost half that possible here) looking
for their next beach.
The air was abuzz with swallows – always a delight but not a surprise in April, one of the four months of spring
and early summer where they visit the lake – including the brown Northern Rough-winged Swallows that actually
breed here as well as the common Violet-greens and even a few Barn Swallows, which rarely make an appearance
even in peak swallow months. One pair of rough-wings had found a nest hole among the iron uprights holding
back the lake near the Rotary Nature Center, an area with much more traffic than where we usually see them.
We also spotted some White-throated Swifts: fourth time ever, first April sighting, last seen in 2018. Swifts fly
high and fast, and it takes better eyes than mine pointing in the right direction at just the right moment to find
them. Chances are, they’re around about as often as swallows, part of the vast realm of unseen life that crisscrosses
the lake and the surrounding parks without touching the human world, but they seem rare anyway.
In the park across Bellevue, one of the strawberry trees was jumping with Cedar Waxwings. These elegant masked
birds are always entertaining, and in this case the fruit (Arbutus unedo to the technically inclined) is so big that it
adds the ever-popular “How do they get that down that?” to the general enjoyment.
Elsewhere in the park we picked up most of the usual tree-hopping suspects – the chickadees and titmice and
Bewick’s Wrens and such – but dipped on bushtits. We did see one late-season White-crowned Sparrow and that
most anonymous of little birds, an Orange-crowned Warbler, bringing the species count for the day to 44, one up

from last year’s total (which set a several-year record for the month). And the weather was lovely, the company
good, and all told – you guessed it – it was yet another wonderful day at Lake Merritt, where every day has
wonders of its own to offer.
*** ***
AUDUBON BIRDWALKS AT THE LAKE: Join bird expert Hilary Powers any fourth Wednesday of the
month for a free “Bird walk” at the lake. Muster at the geodesic bird cage near the Nature Center at 9:30 a.m. for
what are always fascinating introductions to lake birdlife.
***

Community Water Quality Report – Clear, hot and salty!
Water quality was measured from the Lake Merritt Boating Center dock
May 21st by Rotary Nature Center Friends volunteers.
Depth 1.95 meters; Water Clarity >195 cm NORMAL
Temperature: 22 degrees Celsius (degC) at the top (72 degrees
Fahrenheit)/20 degrees Celsius at the bottom (68 deg Fahrenheit)
WARM for season
Salinity 34 parts per thousand (ppt) top/32 ppt bottom) HIGH
pH: 7 at the top/7 at the bottom NORMAL
Dissolved Oxygen 5 parts per million (ppm) at the top/6 ppm at the
bottom. (Meets EPA standard of 5 ppm).

INTERESTING FINDS DURING CA ACADEMY CITY NATURE CHALLENGE 4/28-5/2
The California Academy of Sciences held its annual City Nature Challenge from April 28th to May 2nd this year.
Oaklanders submitted seventy-six photos from Lake Merritt (see map of observations) and found fifty species!
Oakland kids participated in Cal Academy's City Nature Challenge SF Bay Area with Rotary Nature Center
Friends. See more photos of the students in the ACHIEVE program here.

June 13th-July 4th
Snapshot CalCoast will be observed by Rotary Nature Center Friends at a
table near the Lake Merritt boating center on July 2nd 10 am -2 pm. Drop by
to see marine and estuarine species in Lake Merritt and to learn to use
iNaturalist.
Oakland students take photos for iNaturalist =>
Species observed below left to right: tidepool sculpin (photo by Damon Tighe); invasive European Green Crab (photo
by Peggy Rehm); kelpfish (photo by Janai Sutherland) and the exotic sea squirt Ascidea zara (photo by Katie Noonan).

SUPPORT UKRAINE BY REDUCING USE OF FOSSIL FUELS
A guest editorial by Dr. Richard Bailey
In the last eight years, the U.S. has committed about one billion dollars a year to Ukraine. On March 15,
President Biden signed the bipartisan Ukraine Supplemental Appropriations Act to provide an additional $13.6
billion … (1). That is a lot money and it is very appropriate. But how does it compare with what the world
sends to Russia to buy fossil fuels?
“The world is paying Russia $700 million a day for oil and $400 million for natural gas,” Oleg Ustenko, an
economic adviser to the Ukrainian president, Volodymyr Zelensky, told The New Yorker.” (2). That is 33
billion dollars a month, every month.
The upshot is that money spent to buy fossil fuels from Russia every month is more than double the
amount the U.S. sent to help Ukraine fight the war started by Russia, which “is highly dependent on its
energy trade, with fossil fuels accounting for almost half of its exports and 28 percent of its federal budget in
2020.” (2). Fossil fuels are underwriting the war in Ukraine. As the New Yorker editorial said: “This is a
fossil fuel war.”
So, who is the real enemy? For Ukraine, the answer is Russia. For the world, the answer is fossil fuels.
What is the risk? Humanity must phase out fossil fuel extraction and combustion and immediately cease
constructing new fossil fuel infrastructure, the UN's IPCC report said. Pledges by the world's governments, even
if fulfilled, will not limit global warming to 1.5°C above preindustrial levels, and the report represents "a litany
of broken climate promises … a file of shame, cataloging the empty pledges that put us firmly on track toward
an unlivable world,” UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres told reporters (emphasis added).
What is being done? Aghast at how Russia has
Europe over the oil barrel, drastic efforts are
being made to wean Germany, France, England
etc. away from their fossil fuel addiction. What
are these efforts? Can you help slow the war by
reducing your fossil fuel expenses?
Heat Pumps for Peace? To reduce the use of
natural gas for heating, nations in the European
Union are increasingly converting to heat pumps.
What are they? You have something like it; your
refrigerator, which takes heat out of the air, and
creates cold. Heat pumps do both; act as both air
conditioning and heaters, and do so with
astounding efficiency. “According to the
Environmental Protection Agency, air source heat
pumps can reduce electricity usage for heating by
up to 50% compared to electrical furnaces and
baseboard heaters. Over the course of an average
year, heat pumps save our clients about 20-70%
on their annual heating and cooling bills. Jan. 7,
2022” (3).
Obviously individual actions do not stop a war, but like ants, compound interest and wave action, they add up.
So, is it time to evaluate your current heating system with an eye toward adding air conditioning, breathing
cleaner air and reducing your utility expenses? If you can’t afford that, consider replacing your hot water heater
with a heat pump.

A mini-split heat pump

A New German Factory: On March 22nd,
Tesla began production of hundreds of
thousands of Model Y vehicles and
millions of battery cells in Germany. That
amounts to thousands of cars that will not
use Russian oil. The electrification of
transportation significantly reduces the use
of fossil fuels. Other auto companies are
shifting to electric vehicles, and as they
become more widespread, Russia’s
Tesla’s Factory in Germany.
supply of money to finance acts of war will diminish. Wikipedia Commons

Other Ways: Your Ways? There is no silver bullet. Eliminating fossil fuel contributions to war and climate
change, will require every method we can imagine, including:
•
Carbon Cash Back: A simple fee on the mining, drilling and importing of fossil fuels, with the money
returned as a dividend, or for use in lowering taxes, etc. will support the growth of renewable energy. As of
2019, carbon taxes have been implemented or scheduled for implementation in 25 countries (4).
•
Politics: Sadly, the U.S. does not have a national fee on fossil fuels. Vote for representatives that would
enact one, such as The Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act (H.R. 2307).
•
Divestment: Replacing your investment of funds that support fossil fuel companies with those that
support green infrastructure will provide a more diverse and stable portfolio. Fossil fuel money supports war,
and is not a good investment.
•

Efficiency improvements in appliances & homes: This is a low-cost way to save money, and the planet.

•

Lowering your personal carbon footprint: Everyone can, and should, do something.

Nobody wants war, and nobody wants a climate ravaged planet. It is time to realize that fossil fuels are giving
us both, and that we need to replace them with renewable energy.
(1) https://www.state.gov/united-with-ukraine/
(2) https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/16/opinion/ukraine-climate-change-russia.html
(3) https://www.blocpower.io/posts/do-heat-pumps-save-money
(4) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_tax

ANSWER TO QUESTION ON PAGE 1

A squadron.
Please direct questions and comments to The Tidings Editor, Katie Noonan, at ktnoon@aol.com.
“The Tidings” is published by the Lake Merritt Institute (LMI) entirely with private funding donated to LMI, and not with funds
from the City of Oakland. To contribute to LMI, use PayPal at the LMI website (lakemerrittinstitute.org) or send a check to: Lake
Merritt Institute, 568 Bellevue Ave., Oakland, CA 94610-5026. LMI is a California State non-profit corporation; IRS Code
501(c)(3): EIN 94-3214160

PULLED FROM THE LAKE IN MAY BY THE A-TEAM AND CITY CONTRACTED ALGAE
HARVESTER:

Do you need a chandelier?

Missing a bike? e-Bike motors leach toxic
chemicals into the lake.

The city got an early start this year removing algae from the shoreline. This year there is abundant green algae
(Enteromorpha) and red algae. Harvester operators report that there are more pipefish this year than last year (they put
them back in the lake).
The stinky mass is piled on a trailer. Biologists, crows and gulls swarm in to pick over invertebrates accidentally
caught up in the process. The algae is hauled daily to a recycling/composting facility, closing the loop.

REPRINTED HERE: November 22, 2017
RIVER WATCHER
A QUESTION OF VALUES
Rex Burress

I wonder if anyone can decipher what's going on when city budgets flounder and aesthetic values take a
hit?
Some administrators give very little consideration to 'mere' nature centers, art programs, and other 'frilly
things' when confronted with monetary problems, usually giving preference to infrastructure and
organizational hierarchy. By and large, people's taxes pay for a city's operations, and one would hope that
the corner park as well as the nature center-providers would not be the first to go.
The 'cut-back' scenario has developed in numerous cities, including Oakland, CA, and to some extent,
Oroville, CA. Nature Centers are sitting idle in both cities as of November 27, 2017, although Oroville is
contending with the after effects of the February flood which left the access road to the Feather River
Nature Center damaged. Oakland is in a reshuffling crunch that has imperiled the historical Rotary Natural
Science Center and its nature programs.
The money crisis is especially serious at the Oakland Center because it involves the Lake Merritt Wildlife
Refuge, the first of its kind in the country, established as an official waterfowl sanctuary in 1870, and with
a nature program led by the first municipal park naturalist, Paul Covel, added in 1948. The Nature Center
was built in 1953 as a gathering point for bringing nature and people together.
Interpreting the nature aspect and the story of the migratory birds is as interesting as the story of
migratory salmon on the Feather River at Oroville. Both Centers and their educational output deserves
high priority in budgets as important places for nature news to the uninformed public. At Oakland's Nature
Center there is the additional responsibility of caring for the resident and migratory wild birds, an activity
that is permanent. No matter what political uprising is taking place, the Canvasbacks, the Goldeneyes, the
Scaups, the Widgeons, and dozens of other species will continue their annual appearance. What are the
values of this interaction, especially to the clustered human community of the metropolis near Lake
Merritt? There needs to be a Supervising Naturalist at the Rotary Nature Center—a center of calm in the
middle of the seething storm of unrest surrounding the refuge.
I have worked at the Oakland Refuge, as well as being a founding member of the Oroville Nature Center,
and I have seen thousands of people who have benefited from that relationship. Some of the many
volunteers have gone on to various nature-connected jobs and careers, or at least retain a keen respect
for the natural environment. Thus I, too, retained a love for nature into my eighties now, depicting that
joy of nature discovery in a number of ways.
The inspirational value of nature centers can go on far into the future, helping to dilute the savagery of
rogue individuals and the forces of evil, but only if people of vision can retain the spirit of the natural
world through worthy physical structures and guidance. And only if administrators can make an allowance
for nature centers.

Rex Burress began working at the Rotary Nature Center in 1961. He served as Supervising Naturalist there from
1975 to 1993. He created the two paintings hanging in the Ranger Station in Oakland’s Joaquin Miller Park, one
of Joaquin Miller and the other of Paul Covel, Oakland’s first City Naturalist. He passed away in 2019.
He was awarded the John Muir Conservation Legacy Award in 2015.

